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Motivation

Challenge: Coherent dedispersion offers very high time resolution for precision timing and other applications. However, wide-bandwidth voltage recorders produce impractically large data volumes.

Solution: Integrate computing power with backend to process data at time and place of observation, eliminating need for large-scale data storage and transport.
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CGSR2 Overview

Wide-bandwidth voltage sampler and (semi-)real-time coherent dedispersion engine

- One custom Fast Flexible Digitizer (FFD) board
- Inputs: $4 \times 64$ MHz analog channels, sampler clock, 1 PPS, serial control
- Outputs: $4 \times 2$-bit or $2 \times 4$-bit, real sampled, to $2 \times$ EDT PCI CD60
- On-board gain control, bit packing, etc.
- 21-node computer cluster linked by Gb Ethernet:
  - $2 \times$ primary (data acquisition) nodes
  - $18 \times$ secondary (data processing) nodes
  - $1 \times$ gateway / archiver node
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- Usual mode: dedispersion/folding with PSRDISP
- Of order real time for reasonable $DM$ at L-band
- Secondary analysis: PSRCHIVE
- Other packages exist or can be implemented for searching, single pulse work, etc.
- Versatile, modular: can do anything with the voltage sampled data.
Processing
The Future

- Scalability: can do more bandwidth by adding more nodes, software is already written.
- BUT: big clusters are a lot of work to maintain.
- Question: cluster or FPGA approach for the next generation backend?